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ABSTRACT 
Even as public pressure mounts for technology companies to 
consider societal impacts of products, industries and governments 
in the AI race are demanding technical talent. To meet this 
demand, universities clamor to add technical artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning (ML) courses into computing 
curriculum—but how are societal and ethical considerations part 
of this landscape? We explore two pathways for ethics content in 
AI education: (1) standalone AI ethics courses, and (2) integrating 
ethics into technical AI courses. For both pathways, we ask: What 
is being taught? As we train computer scientists who will build 
and deploy AI tools, how are we training them to consider the 
consequences of their work? In this exploratory work, we 
qualitatively analyzed 31 standalone AI ethics classes from 22 U.S. 
universities and 20 AI/ML technical courses from 12 U.S. 
universities to understand which ethics-related topics instructors 
include in courses. We identify and categorize topics in AI ethics 
education, share notable practices, and note omissions. Our 
analysis will help AI educators identify what topics should be 
taught and create scaffolding for developing future AI ethics 
education.   

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Social and professional topics→ Computing education. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Artificial intelligence (AI) is largely considered to be the next 
wave in computing. As industry looks to AI as a solution to 
various problems [14], the number of jobs in this sector is 
growing, and universities are clamoring to create curriculum that 
can meet the demand for computer scientists with AI expertise 

[35]. At the same time, the potential for negative impacts of AI 
continues to grow in rate and scale. The impact that AI is having 
on individuals and society as a whole is on the forefront of public 
discourse—but as universities respond to the need for technical 
talent in AI, how are they responding to the corresponding need 
to train technologists to consider ethical implications? 

 The mounting public pressure for companies to consider the 
societal impacts of their products is evident in the current 
discourse in news articles we see daily about ethics controversies 
[12], congressional hearings where tech leaders are questioned 
about their power [42], and policy initiatives that limit the scope 
of technologies like facial recognition [9]. The public is 
questioning the idea that technology is the solution to all of our 
problems [33] and recognizing the negative social and political 
impacts of algorithmic systems and machine learning (ML) [36]. 
The public—including journalists, activists, researchers, 
regulators, and professional organizations like AAAI and ACM—
are calling for more thoughtful, ethical technologies. In a speech 
at the Electronic Frontier Foundation, danah boyd termed the 
public pressure as the “Great Reckoning” [5]. Meanwhile, tech 
leaders are questioned about their ethical practices in public 
hearings [42, 51], and the public is becoming more aware of the 
absence of critical ethical thinking by leadership in Silicon Valley. 
While tech companies may be slow to take action or critically 
consider the ramifications of what they create, some universities 
are responding by adding tech ethics courses to computing 
curriculum, particularly in increasingly important domains like 
AI, ML, and data science [11, 44]. 

 However, if AI education is in the infancy stage of 
development, then AI ethics education is barely an embryo. While 
accredited computer science departments in the U.S. are required 
by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 
(ABET) to produce students with “an understanding of 
professional, ethical, legal, security and social issues and 
responsibilities,” practices vary amongst universities [40]. As 
noted in recent work about the current state of general CS ethics 
education, as demand grows—particularly for integration of ethics 
into existing courses [15, 40]—an increasing number of instructors 
will be looking for guidance on what they should be teaching [11]. 
This guidance feels particularly critical for AI as possibly both the 
fastest growing technical area and the area with the most 
potential for pressing ethical concerns. As conversations about 
responsibility for the social and ethical implications of AI 
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continue, it is important to identify what kind of training our 
future technologists are receiving.  

 An understanding of how universities are training students to 
be the next AI professionals therefore is not only valuable to 
universities but also to industry and government. Over the past 
few years, companies have been attempting to take the lead 
through self-regulation and ethics mission statements, but they 
often differ in terms of topics and fail to consider some of the most 
critical ethical impacts [13, 51].  However, as the field evolves, it 
is fortunate that we can learn from current practices; in addition 
to offering a large number of general tech ethics classes [11], many 
universities have AI-specific ethics courses or (to a lesser extent) 
technical AI courses that include ethics content [40]. Therefore, to 
explore one component of the current state of AI ethics education, 
we examine a sample of these classes for patterns in what topics 
are currently being taught.  

 In this paper, we describe topics in a subset of two types of AI 
courses: standalone AI ethics courses, where the main learning 
objectives are related to ethics, and technical AI/ML courses, 
where the main learning objectives are technical in nature, but 
that also include some ethics content. Our goal is to spark 
conversation in the AI community about the ethics content we 
should teach in computing and beyond. Our exploratory, 
qualitative analysis of a total of 51 courses sheds light on topics 
covered, as well as common case studies, controversies, and 
readings used to discuss real world topics. Through this analysis, 
we are able to describe current trends in teaching AI ethics, to 
highlight not only what topics are commonly taught but also 
identify potential omissions. Ultimately, we are interested in what 
instructors consider to be key topics in AI ethics to inform future 
work and provide guidance for other universities and instructors 
entering this space. 

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 
The field of computer ethics is nearly as old as computing itself 
[47], though public and scholarly attention to this topic has 
experienced a resurgence, particularly with respect to emerging 
technologies like AI and ML [40, 44]. Conversations about ethical 
guidelines for AI are gaining traction as many organizations 
publish guidelines to signal their public commitment to ethical 
values or, some argue, to stave off potential government 
regulation [52]. However, though guidelines are a great start, they 
often do not lead to tangible implementation [31]. Stark and 
Hoffman [48] note that ethical codes should be seen only as a 
starting point to create the world we would like to live in; as 
Mittelstadt [31] puts it, ethics is a process and not a solution. Once 
guidelines are created, the real work begins.  
 The definition of “ethics” is also an ongoing conversation. A 
number of related concepts such as justice, power, responsibility, 
and values are important aspects of decisions about how to avoid 
harmful practices with technology, and how to consider its goals, 
politics, and consequences [43]. Prior work has considered subsets 
of, essentially, what we talk about when we talk about ethics in 
the context of AI—for example, in codes of ethics [48], ethics 

principles [13], and ethics guidelines [17]. Our work expands 
upon this space by considering what is being taught in AI ethics. 
 Strategies to accomplish the goals of ethics education are still 
up for debate. In the U.S., CS programs are required to include 
ethics in their curriculum for accreditation, yet universities and 
professors are left to determine how to implement it. The benefits 
of ethics education are clear; discipline-specific ethics education 
has proven to support not only moral development, but also helps 
convince students that ethics is a part of their profession and not 
just a public relations add-on [26]. Additionally, within CS, there 
have been calls for greater integration of ethics across the 
curriculum and into technical classes for decades [28]. However, 
though we are seeing some movement in this direction, it is still 
not common practice [11, 40]. 
 Advocates for AI ethics education also argue that having 
students learn ethics as part of their technical curriculum is ideal 
because it takes ethics out of isolation and formalizes it [10]. Of 
course, once AI ethics is part of the curriculum, there is also the 
question of how to teach it. Some argue for project-based learning 
to help students conceptualize real-world societal impact of AI  [1] 
or using science fiction to speculate about future technologies [6]. 
Though the analysis in this paper does not address pedagogy, the 
question of what topics are taught is still a step towards guidance 
for instructors. By benchmarking the content covered in current 
AI ethics courses, we can begin to identify patterns as well as 
omissions as society grapples with the consequences of AI.  

3 METHODS 
In educational research, the method of analyzing syllabi is 
common for assessing curricular requirements [8]. It has been 
used to provide insight into strategies for teaching computer 
science [3, 50], and evaluating a syllabus is considered an effective 
way to determine knowledge units in a course [50]. Previous work 
has used this method to determine the content and goals of 
general tech ethics classes [11]. Here, we focus explicitly on AI 
ethics and incorporate both standalone AI ethics classes and 
technical AI classes that include an explicit ethics component. To 
guide our analysis, our primary research question was: What 
ethics-related topics (including real-world examples and current 
events) are covered in AI ethics education, in both classes devoted 
to the topic and as part of technical classes? With this goal in 
mind, we first compiled a dataset of 51 course descriptions and 
syllabi, and then conducted a qualitative content analysis of 
course topics and readings.   

3.1 Dataset 
The dataset for this study was compiled from syllabi collected as 
part of two previous studies on computing ethics education; a 
subset of the authors were involved in both previous analyses. 
One study’s dataset was collected from an uncurated, publicly 
available set of “tech ethics” syllabi crowdsourced from 
instructors; it contained 115 standalone tech ethics classes, a 
subset of which focused on AI or ML [11]. The other study 
involved a systematic collection of all AI, ML, and data science 
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courses from the top 20 U.S. university CS programs as identified 
by U.S. News and World Report [40]. Out of 186 courses analyzed, 
36 mentioned an ethics-related topic (e.g., privacy, fairness, bias) 
in a course description or syllabus; these included both ethics-
specific courses and technical courses that included some ethics 
content [40].  
 For the current study, we retrieved AI and ML specific courses 
from both of these datasets. After removing duplicates, the result 
was a total of 51 courses: 31 standalone ethics classes from 22 U.S. 
universities and 20 technical courses from 12 U.S. universities. 
This new analysis builds on this prior work and provides new 
insights by (1) deep diving into AI specifically, which allows for a 
higher level of granularity for AI topics than the analysis in Fiesler 
et al. [11], as well as additional analysis of readings; (2) analyzes 
specific topics in technical AI classes (which was not part of the 
analysis in Saltz et al. [40]); and (3) synthesizes insights across 
these two previously unrelated datasets in order to consider AI 
ethics in two different pedagogical contexts. 
 It is important to note that we are not making any claims about 
the representativeness of this dataset. Both of the original studies 
note limitations—particularly, that the standalone classes likely 
oversample from instructors who are active on social media and 
comfortable sharing their course materials [11], and the technical 
classes are limited to well-known U.S. CS programs [40]. 
Additionally, analysis of some of the technical courses is based on 
course descriptions rather than full syllabi. Even syllabi that might 
include detailed learning objectives, content, and weekly reading 
lists do not always contain fine-grained information about course 
content or insight into pedagogical aspects that are unique to the 
in-person experience and instructor-student relationship. A 
syllabus or course description that does not include ethics-related 
topics also does not necessarily mean that ethics is not part of the 
class—but it does indicate whether these topics are explicit parts 
of the course. Our goal with this analysis is not to make claims 
about the overall state of AI ethics education, but instead, to 
provide a snapshot of this space and an exploratory look at 
patterns and practices in this set of examples. 

3.2 Data Analysis 
After compiling this set of syllabi, we mined each for topics as 
listed in a schedule, as presented in a reading list, or as listed in a 
course description. Not all syllabi included all components, and 
some also included lecture slides or notes. To conduct a content 
analysis of this dataset, two researchers first conducted open 
coding and then worked together to create a codebook with 
thematic categories that could be applied to the entire dataset [27]. 
During the analysis, we discussed disagreements and edge cases 
and came to a consensus; given that many of the topics overlap, 
we used our best judgment to stay true to what we interpreted as 
the instructor’s intent. When available, we used readings, lecture 
slides, and notes in the syllabus to clarify topics. We used affinity 
diagramming to group related topics into high-level categories 
before conducting formal coding of topics for each class [19]. For 
syllabi that included news articles, we used the codebook to 
categorize these as well. Though this analysis in which we 
categorized themes was qualitative, following formal coding we 

calculated relative frequencies that we include in our findings. 
During our analysis we recognized that the technical courses were 
different enough in scope from the AI ethics courses that they 
should be analyzed separately, which we did using the same 
methods but coming to a smaller set of high-level categories. 

4 FINDINGS 

4.1 AI Ethics Courses 
Our affinity diagramming of topics in standalone AI ethics courses 
resulted in eight high level categories (listed in order from most 
frequent to least frequent): bias, automation and robots, law & 
policy, consequences of algorithms, philosophy/morality, privacy, 
future of AI, and history of AI. These categories are based on topics 
as described by the instructors in course syllabi, which means that 
they reflect an organizational scheme as well as content. For 
example, facial recognition might be discussed in a class session 
devoted to privacy, or bias, or law. These categories should 
therefore not be interpreted as having hard lines between them, 
but instead as a means of describing the overall space. Though for 
transparency we provide quantification of our topic mapping, we 
stress that because of these overlaps and fuzzy boundaries, the 
percentages should not be interpreted as a strong signal of relative 
importance. There were also a number of topics that did not fall 
under any of these categories; for the purposes of this description 
we excluded additional categories that were found in less than five 
syllabi.  
 Bias was the most represented topic, found in 87% of the syllabi, 
and in this category, we include concepts like discrimination and 
fairness. Some syllabi used a generic description of “bias” while 
others broke down the topic in a more granular way to include, 
e.g., gender bias, discrimination, and inequality. Exploring lists of 
readings for this topic, we observed that the COMPAS recidivism 
algorithm [25], the use of facial analysis to predict sexuality [34], 
and the case of Google mislabeling an African American woman 
as a gorilla [16] were all current events commonly used to 
demonstrate this concept.  
 The topic of automation and robots appeared in 71% of the 
syllabi. Instruction in this topic includes the various societal 
consequences of automation in, for example, work, labor, and the 
economy. Additionally, many courses covered the implications of 
technologies like autonomous weapons [54] and decisions self-
driving cars must make [32]. It is worth noting that robots and the 
future of work were often discussed in tandem. Two examples are 
how self-driving trucks will change the trucking industry [39] and 
whether people will still find meaning in a future where humans 
do not have to work [18]. Some classes focused on robots 
specifically and included debates about robot rights [20] and how 
humans and robots can both learn to work together [24]. Readings 
also point to systemic problems like income inequality that will 
lead certain groups to benefit from AI developments while others 
bear the brunt of a changing economy as their jobs disappear [38].  
 The general topic of law & policy covers a wide range of topics, 
ranging from federal and state policies to general governance and 
questions of who should regulate AI. The inclusion of law (which, 
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of course, is not the same as ethics) is unsurprising, considering 
that many ethics-related courses cover both ethics and policy [11]. 
55% of syllabi covered this topic, which included current events 
like law enforcement applications like predictive policing and 
explanations of current regulations like GDPR.  
 While only two courses mentioned traditional ethical theories 
(such as utilitarianism or deontology) in their syllabi, 45% of 
courses included topics in Philosophy/Morality generally. 
Morality, human responsibility, and even the meaning of life all 
appeared in these courses. Additionally, courses cover the 
potential existential threat of AI, how humans will decide to 
incorporate morals into AI systems, and how to maintain human 
dignity as AI becomes a larger part of our daily lives.  
 The combination of filter bubbles, recommender systems, 
propaganda, and the targeted nature of online advertising all 
demonstrate consequences of algorithms, which was covered in 
45% of the syllabi. Beyond issues of bias (which we categorized 
into its own topic), society-level consequences like the impact of 
algorithms on democracy, civil rights, and confirmation bias are 
highlighted here. Current events showcase how predictive 
algorithms are helping social workers decide whether to involve 
child protective services [22] or algorithms that are used to predict 
who might be a victim of a crime [2]. Another common example 
is how Facebook and other online platforms limit what we see 
through algorithms that attempt to deliver the results we expect, 
limiting the variety of information people see [49].   
 Privacy was an explicit topic in 32% of courses, though we note 
that discussions of privacy also appeared in conjunction with 
other topics, like bias, regulation, and automation. Two courses 
had at least one lecture on differential privacy, and it should be 
noted that. Readings included articles about the “creepiness” of 
Facebook’s “people you may know” feature, which has been 
known to recommend inappropriate connections—like between a 
mental health practitioner’s patients [21]—or stories about 
Cambridge Analytica and the unexpected sharing of Facebook 
profiles [7]. Similarly, there are articles about database marketing 
[29] and how companies aggregate information about employees 
through surveillance and analytics [37]. 
 The topic we labeled Future of AI was included in 26% of 
courses, and 19% of courses included the History of AI. Though 
there is of course overlap with other topics (particularly for the 
future of AI), we included these categories in part because 
references to “future” and “history” were so common in the 
context of topic descriptions, often without additional detail. The 
history of AI includes the history of computing generally as well 
as the rise of AI, often focusing on theory and the philosophical 
concepts around intelligence. Future of AI topics included 
projecting into future technologies, the possibility of 
superintelligence, the future of human jobs, and the potential of 
singularity. For example, one of the hot debates covered is 
between tech giants Elon Musk of Tesla and SpaceX and Mark 
Zuckerberg of Facebook: Musk believes that there should be 
proactive regulations for AI while Zuckerberg considers Musk’s 
fear harmful [4]. This debate illustrates the hope and skepticism 
that exists in parallel when considering future AI technologies. 

4.2 Technical AI/ML Courses 
The systematic syllabi review described by Saltz et al. [40] 
revealed that out of nearly 200 AI/ML/data science courses, only 
12% of technical courses also included some mention of an ethics-
related topic in the syllabus or course description (and the 
methods note that they “erred on the side of inclusivity” in making 
this judgment).  Our description below of 20 of these classes is 
therefore based on the somewhat rare inclusion of ethics as an 
explicit component technical AI classes.  
 Since these courses are technical in nature and do not focus on 
ethics, we would not expect the breadth of topics seen in the 
standalone AI ethics courses; therefore we analyzed these 
separately. The majority of these courses had limited information 
about topics (they typically did not include or did not list readings, 
for example); thus our descriptions are also limited. However, we 
are able to describe the most common topics that appeared. There 
were also some additional topics that only appeared only once in 
our dataset, including harassment, sustainability, and the ethics of 
data collection.  
 By far, the most common topics in Technical AI/ML courses 
were bias, fairness, and privacy. Bias and fairness as topics often 
went hand-in-hand, though bias was the most common. These 
topics are sometimes grouped together, and in the majority of the 
classes in which they appear, the context is avoiding bias, 
promoting fairness, and protecting privacy. In the context of 
machine learning, these are often treated as mathematical 
concepts [41], which may be what we are seeing here. Three 
classes specifically covered differential privacy, a machine 
learning framework that is used to mitigate the risk of exposing 
sensitive training data. However, it is important to note here that 
the majority of the syllabi listed topics but did not provide an 
explanation or further context. 
 There were also a number of vague descriptions that pointed to 
general ethics topics, which we applied as a category to a subset of 
these classes. “Ethics” as a field and concept is open to 
interpretation [43], and as shown in a recent analysis of general 
tech ethics syllabi [11], “ethics” as a topic on a syllabus could cover 
topics ranging from privacy and bias, to specific ethical theories, 
to more practical applications like professional ethics. While we 
cannot comment on the nature of what an instructor is actually 
teaching when they add the word “ethics” to a syllabus, we believe 
it is important to note the presence of ethics in a course. 
 While we had limited access to detailed syllabi or lecture 
materials, we did observe an interesting trend in timing. With the 
exception of one course, which mentions ethics on the first day, 
the majority of courses covered ethics-related topics within the 
last two classes. In fact, in one course, “ethics” was not assigned 
to a particular class, but only noted as a discussion topic “if time 
allows.” However, we note again that these 20 classes were 
outliers for including ethics at all [40], and it is commendable that 
ethics is a part of these technical courses given the time 
constraints computing departments are under [45]. We believe 
that including ethics as an explicit part of the course is an 
important signal to students that ethics is important—and indeed, 
part of the technical practice of doing AI. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
As AI classes become more common in university computing 
curricula, our analysis provides a window into how ethics might 
be included. In addition to providing general guidance for 
instructors about what topics could be taught in these classes, our 
findings suggest more concrete insights into the current state of 
AI ethics. However, it is also important to note that, beyond our 
analysis, AI ethics instruction may be taking place elsewhere; for 
example, in some CS programs, required general ethics courses 
also cover AI [11].  
 While our dataset does not allow for interpretations of 
pedagogy or what might be the most effective teaching method, 
we did note some common and notable practices. For example, for 
standalone AI ethics courses where reading lists were made 
available, the majority of the courses included news articles as 
reading assignments. This suggests incorporating current events 
as a common way to make the consequences of AI personal and 
real. Many of the articles were critical of Facebook, which is a 
platform that students might use and therefore understand the 
direct consequences of the company’s sometimes questionable 
practices. Topics included fake news, privacy concerns about 
Facebooks “people you may know” feature, and how user news 
feeds are manipulated and may be shifting our perceptions of the 
world. Other commonly covered controversies concerned the 
most consequential real-world applications of AI, such as in 
policing and health. 
 Another potential way to make these issues more tangible is to 
include them as part of the technical practice of building AI. For 
example, in a subset of technical courses, we observed that 
learning around technical skills focused on societal considerations 
or what some instructors called “technology for social good.” A 
potential barrier to including ethical or social implications as part 
of a technical class is that there is simply too much material to 
cover; one solution is to embed “technology for social good” into 
the kinds of assignments or learning objectives that already exist. 
In this context, students can learn that the technical skills needed 
to create AI applications could be applied to solve societal 
problems—while necessarily considering the implications of those 
solutions as part of the process.  
 Though we saw a variety of topics in this sample of syllabi, and 
our dataset cannot capture every topic currently taught in the 
context of AI ethics, it is worth noting a few omissions or topics 
that were rarely seen. To consider topics that might be absent here 
but appear in other parts of AI ethics discourse, we compared our 
dataset to a recent taxonomy of AI ethics guidelines [17]. A 
number of aspects of AI ethics appear in these guidelines that are 
absent or rare in our data. For example, only one course in our 
dataset mentions accessibility. Given the many barriers and biases 
that people with disabilities face, and the emergence of AI 
accessibility in the research literature [23], we would encourage 
more attention to this topic in the context of AI. Additionally, 
though gender in the context of bias was a common topic, we did 
not see diversity in the AI workforce called out specifically in 
these syllabi; however, we see this as important given the public 
discourse about the gender imbalance in tech companies and the 

lack of progress toward fixing this imbalance [53]. Finally, we 
note that the topic of sustainability is missing from both our 
dataset and the AI ethics guidelines. The environmental impact of 
computing is a significant and under-discussed topic within 
computing in general [30]; considering the computing power 
necessary for future AI applications, the environmental impacts 
of AI are likely to be of increasing importance as we move 
forward. 
 Finally, our analysis indicates that the most common ethics-
related topics for technical courses are privacy and bias 
(sometimes as technical constructs), but there is no reason that a 
greater range of topics identified in the standalone classes couldn't 
be integrated into technical AI classes. As noted by Selbst et al. 
[41], even researchers and practitioners in the field of fairness in 
machine learning tend to abstract away the social context in 
which these systems are deployed, focusing instead on the model, 
the inputs, and the outputs. However, understanding social 
context is critical, particularly given the critical contexts in which 
AI is deployed—e.g., the justice system, military, health, all 
contexts that appeared frequently in the standalone AI ethics 
courses we analyzed. 
 As universities train the next generation of technologists who 
will build the systems that might cause the controversies of the 
future, it is critical that we train them consider the potential 
ramifications. When those building technologies understand that 
thinking through ethical and social consequences is as an essential 
part of technical practice, they will inevitably critically consider 
the technologies they are building. There is already evidence that 
programmers do feel some responsibility for the code they write 
[46], and universities can play a part in preparing engineers for 
the responsibility they will bear when the public holds them 
accountable. Though ethics is rarely explicitly called out as part 
of technical AI courses [40], we are seeing movement in the right 
direction and hope that our research can encourage and guide the 
evolution of AI education. 

6 CONCLUSION 
Now is the time to identify interventions to help those building AI 
systems consider consequences, and we hope that this exploratory 
work into current trends in AI ethics education will provide 
encouragement and inspiration towards that goal.  
 Ideally, future research will align the topics that are being 
taught in universities with those that are at the forefront of 
practical applications of AI. Any steps toward implementation 
will also need to consider organizational or practical barriers to 
incorporating ethics into AI education. As AI develops, we predict 
that engineers will be held more accountable for the technology 
they produce. We hope that this descriptive analysis is the first 
step in broader research in AI ethics education that leads to more 
accountability and responsibility in computing. In order for this 
to happen, the role of ethics in AI education has to go beyond “if 
time allows.” 
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